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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

WELCOME TO CA MARXISM:
Democratic/Marxists Candidates Only
10/26/18 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
The Republicans here in CA are sound asleep. They just got bamboozled by the Marxist state again, AND
THEY DON'T EVEN KNOW IT! In two of the highest offices in the state, they only have ONE CHOICE.
They can vote for a MARXIST or vote for a MARXIST. They are not allowed to vote for a Republican! Only
the Marxist candidate is allowed. (The new ONE PARTY BALLOT).
The first was for US Senator. They can vote for the Democratic/Marxist Diane Feinstein, or Illegal Alien
Marxist Kevin De Leon. The Republican candidate is not allowed because of the “TOP TWO BALLOT.”
The second case is for LT Governor. The Republicans only have two Marxist/Democrat choices to vote
for... One is the Marxist swamp critter Ed Hernandez (I am unsure of his citizenship) (I doubt he is a US
citizen) and the other Marxist critter is Eleni Kounaakis.
This Eleni Kounaakis seems to have been born in Budapest, Hungary and I suspect she has never
properly been naturalized as a US citizen. See: https://dartmouthalumnimagazine.com/articl…/journey-budapest
And as I said before, I suspect Ed Hernandez is NOT a citizen. His wikipedia bio shows his birth data as
Edward Paul Hernandez, born Oct 17, 1965 - Montebello, CA but the birth index at Ancestry.com show
no such birth... so likely he is an illegal alien "hiding in plain sight".
Most Californians are just sitting around doing nothing with their civic duty except watching their beloved Ellen DeGeneres episodes. I can't seem to get anyone to waky-waky up and help drain the California swamp. But still I try!
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